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Cutler officials look
to fill operdrigs,
expand coverage
by Doris Rygalski Because of the resignations, Cutler
Staff Writer hours were cut back, causing concern
among UMaine students.
After a semester beset by staff shot- Tamara Davis, president of student
tages, the director of Cutler Health government, said she has received no
Center is hoping to hire the personnel complaints from students about the
needed io offer 24-hour =Eggs soon as health center hours so far this semester.
possible. .. "I'm sure they're still upset that there
"We're close to the possibility of ex- isn't a 24-hour health care availability,
pending (hours)," said Dr. Roberta but I haven't heard anything direct-
Berrien. "We have nines on the wings ly, " she said.
to work some of the shifts, but there are Davis will be meeting with Semen to-
still things to be hikes care of." day. During the meeting, she said, she
Currently, there are between 40 and will ask Berrien what has been done
50 staff members at the health center, about the nursing shortage and will be
Berrien said. She said she's still looking pushirig for 24-hour health cart.
'for more nurse practitioners and "I do think they are trying to improve
registered nurses. the system," she said. "I just wish it
The exact number of staff needed, were happening sooner."
however, depends on the hours that peo- Dwight Rideout , dean of StudentSer-
pie want to work, she said vices, said some students have express-
She said three new nurse practitioners ad a desire to have clinical hours
have been hired since last semester, extended.
allowing the centerso stay open until the-- Clinical hours, which provi
early evening hours. students with urgent care, serve more
For the moment, however, 24-hour people than the regular infirmary,
care is implausible because there are dif- Rideout explained.
ficulties in finding people who will work "That's not to say that infirmary care
the midnight to a.m. shift, Berrien said. is any less important," he said. But
Robin Came. . _director of Nursing at "only 86 studenta_required infirmary
Quiet. aid Ibig although anadidetes for care last yam."
seedsg positions him bees Monies,- Rideotg iaW thereltigoo telling when
ed. "we still don't have nurses willing the hours will be going back to full-time
to work the early morning hours." Cara.
• Low fall, Cutler was forced to non "Itaaimilasie "Wined larlAtiij
feting 24-hour care after eight nurses day, as Amid give 24-hour teak care
resigned, leaving -the center
short-handed. (see CUTLER page 6)
Homeless teenagers remain
without a "safety. net!' -
hy-ChristinalColiandes
-Staff-Writer
I
Last November, Joe, a 17-year-old, MIS found
• _living a tree house behind a school in 1-1owlarid;-7-
When it became too cold to sleep outdoors, Jot
(not his real name) used the school for shelter
and was later apprehended by the Howland
police chief for breaking in. Joe is a homeless
teen-nier in Maine. -----
According to Rick Eddy. a Bangor social
worker, there are approximately 200 homeless
teen-agers like Joe in the Bangor area.
Eddy, who works with homeless teens through
a program called Street Light in Bangor, told
Joe's story to an audience in the Memorial Union
Tuesday as part of the Controversy Luncheon
Series. His lecture was titled; "No Safety Net:
Homeless teen-agers in Maine."
Eddy also works with the Atrium House in
Bangor, a group home that offers long-term care
to homeless teenagers. The teens from the home
•
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Students summonsed
-for falsifying 1,13:-'s
by Steven Pappas
Staff Wester •
Two University of Maine students
were summonsed to appear in the ird
District Court in Bangor for allegedly
falsifying Maine State identifications.
_Richard A. Dolliver, 20, of 207 Dunn
Hall and Thomas Pinette, 111.' of 215
-Dunn Hall were summonsad10-appear
Dolliver was also charged with posses-
. sion of fireworks and a mutilated
operator's license.
Pinette was also charged with posse 
sion of a false Maine State
identification.
Adam P. Doiron, 20, also of 207
Dunn Hall was summonsed for posses-
sion olakohol by a minor.
AB of the students were unavailable
in WW1 Feb. 17,-after univanity pohca—for comment.
confiscated miscellaneous supplies for According to Investigator William
the forgery of identification cards. Laughlin of the UMaine Department of
After obtaining a warrant, UMaine Public Safety "miscellaneous cut-outs
. gatlict searched the premises at approx. used msheproiuiof making false
insaftly 6 p.m. Tuesday evening. . 'LD.' 0-L,-j-rasileconfiscatediremr, rs-_,;gliva's
. Police officials said they obtained in- room. • '
format-M*0m lead them to the forserr= Pofictillso obtained several pictures --
\ ring which gase them grounds for the of subjects standing in front of a-
search (see FALSIFY page
Ted Bundy executed in
Florida's electric chair
STARKE. Fla._ (AP) — Ted Bundy, lit sparklers and set off firecrackers at
a charming raw-kilbol drop:int who the—irvial thar47year4ild Theodore
ended years of denials that he was a Robert Bundy had finally been put to
killer with emotional confessions to the death for a crime committed almost II
gruesome slayings of 20 women in four years ago. Three earlier execution dates
Mates, was electrocuted Tuesday for were stymied by appeals.
murdering a I2-year-old girl. \ "Burn, Bundy, Burn!" some
Bundy's last words, before...a-black-- -shouted. A group of about a dozewlasew--7-
. hooded executioner pulled a switch at -pie parodied an old tune by singing "On •
TA* ant,--ending 2,000 volts through --sop of-old Sparky" — a reference to the  
his body, %tic to his lawyer and a ' nickname for -Florida's oaken, three-
minister: "Oen my love to my family 'legged_ ascetic chair.
and friends.' Only about-two dozen pcoptc oppos-
- More than -I00 proponents_ of _the_ _cciso_thc_death penalty turned
---dmith Penalty waiting in a field across kap a vigil in the field.
from the Florida State Prison cheered; (sa BUND1 page
Bangor social worker Rick Eddy lectured Tuesday on the pro-
blems of homeless teen-agers in Maine.
are sent to Eddy, where they tail( about their
situation.
' .2.!One of my problems is thatrve alssays notic-
ed homeless kids," Eddy said.
He said he tries to link teens who can't go
home with other social services.
Eddy, who has also worked with homeless teen
in Buffalo, N.Y., said teens in this area have-no
other shelter to go to, except the adult homeless
shelter. There, the homeless person has to be
above the age of 18.
"One of the visions I had was there needed
to be a shelter (for teens) in the Bangor area.
That is an option that the kids in this area need-
ed," he said.
Eddy said a lot of the problems homeless teens
encounter start early in life and begin with their
families.
"Adolescent homelessness is different from
what we see on TV," he said. "Teenage
homelessness is almost always from chronic pro-
blems. It is a distinct problem."
(see HOMELESS page 7)
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FEWOFOUR
FRIENDS ARE
COMING OVER FOR
ORSDOEUVFIES
AND REFRESHMENTS
THIS FRIDAY,
AROUND 7:00.
PICASSO, WAOHOL,
DINE. AND STELLA
ARE GOING TO BE
MERE, WE HOPE
YOU WILL TOO!
PS. (You toper come early.
o um* eats as the cheese.)
Thy Dilly Mit" Castopi4t. wedneedor ham, 73. rm.
:Bjfl he !Vrigitt
- 
A.SH I Nki TON (API
dent Bush jokingly 'asked House
-
Speaker Jim Wright on Tuesday why
a gift honk of touis.hot sauce bore
a made-in-North Carolina label --
and got a sailing reply -
"Same way that some Texans were
born in Kennebunkport," said
Wright. D-Tertal.
it was a reference to the oreanside
resort town in Maine where the Butt:
firmly maintains a .a.:ation horn:
Actuall).  Bush was born in Milton.
Mass and grew up in ( onnecticut
before declaring Texas his adopted
state
 41151111ent
I IP
Rush w as presented the bolt satins,
"Texas Pete." nianufactured
ViinsitwiSaitia„N.C.arid a jar 
o(_:pork rinds by Wright mad other co -
gressiona leadersby arstnatilrprHousem etingcomotf tim t.
political peace.
;:ust lovely." trail
Pork rinds are a favorite snack of -
the preaidatint '6, and he sonorbers
much isf his f..wwl !yr* unt yemr:
sauce
Vo e w so give a very- warm
&OM to the &models." Wright
quipped.
Group favors teachtng morals
NEW WiNIL (AP) -- -A leading
• American _Jewish civil rights
organizatiosis endorsing the mos e-
rnent to -4eikh values in public
schools, diming "moral retells ism"
_.„---represents a greater danger than the
' possibility_of chands-stete abuses
The American Jewish Committee.
overcoming fears that values educe -
uon could be "a smokescreen for
teaching religious precepts." has
approved a report by a task force that
encourages schools to define:teach
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
MUSEUM OF ART
CARNEGIE 0-t&_
r
4 Consider-the Naval -Reserve Of-
ficers' Training Corps Scholar-
ship Program at the University
of Maine
"and out into action'', telues that arc
at the foundation of a deincicra..-y.
"I think what happened cner the
last 20 years was a certain kind of
moral relativism did ester in There
was confusion about right and
wrong," said Irving141....Levsne. the--
committed director tsationa; aL 
fairs "What you bare now is a
reinsertion of the et hno-
cultural-abeam traditions and an
attempt Air develop a consensus
around those traditional %shies "
Racial inegaulity continues
WASHINGTON (AP)
economic gap between blackg _Sod
whites widened dunng the Reagan
years,---dnyNational Urban -League
said Tuesday while finding encourag-
ing sips that President Bush may
"take steps to improve conditions for
-black
"J expect the Rush White House to
be a very different place from the
Reagan White House," John E.
Jacob, the President of the National
Urban League, said.
"I am hopeful that he will imple-
ment pohdorthell:tose the tragic pp
 
onevidridur Americans- Mit '
separate and unequal track from -
white Americans." be said.
The Urban League. releasing its_
annual assessment of the status and
conditions of blinks in America,
eitsd:stanstiet din, it saki, show
racial-inequality is growing and that
Maar-face inaetenng Milery - -
poverty, come and drugs.
Jacob said blacks were the oslir
major ethnic group whose unemploy-
ment rate rose during the 1980s. He
said housing segregation increaseek
and black hfe eapectaney-
beps to dsdine
PII6 rejects CMP power
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) The
Public Utilities Commission, as ex-
pected, has issued its formal order re-
jecting Central Maine Power Co 's
multibillion dolor power purchase
from Hydro
-Quebec.
Issued late Monday, the 126-page
order carries a NI-day d,*(Iline for
parties in the case to request recon-
sideration, and a 30-day deadline for
appeals to the state supreme coult.
The official ruling follows the
of the statement issued by the
panel on jam 9, when the commis-
sion voted 24 to Teject CMP's
application.
The compar* had proposed pur-
chasing at least 300 megawatts of
•
power from the mammoth Canadian
utility over 29 years.
The panel majority, comprised of
Commissioners Cheryl Harrington
and David Moskovitz, declared in a
statement of policy within the order
Thee their review "leaves no doubt -
that the two principal alternatives to
Hydro
-Quebec have not been ade- • •
squetly explored: energy conservation,
and congeneration and small power
production,"
"The record .and-"Our - •
periencc," they added, "shout ditt_4.
either Of these alternatives. Or *ore
likely-a mix of both,. is capable of
competing with the Hyde0-Qaebic: '
contract." - 
MONIMPIMMONII&
•••.=••••••
Read The Daily Maine
Campus for the latest
local and sports news.
11111.110111111r
Earn a NAVY OR MARINE orrIcER commission through the
NAVAL R.O.T.C. College PROGRAM at the University Campus
in Orono. Good possibilities exist for two & three- year
scholarships through the College Program. Upon graduation,
step into an exciting career as a commissioned officer in —
lin US NevrerMigise Corps. - - - =
-
ror holm informant.% ,xitd,.
I Conunandingg Officer,
NROTC Unit
Structemeyer House
378 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04469
keiephonp
1-(207) 581-1551
merembrowe
Naine
Street Address
City State
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Membership dwindling in GSS
ImmE
fairze,
itest
ews.
1••=r•41,8•L'orr'67 -
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
The Genet?! Student Senate is
shrinking.
Twenty members attended Tuesday
night's meeting. Thirty-five senators are
on the roster.
"It's an ongoing problem," said
Tamara Davis, student government
president.
attendance.
"The importance of the issues is stay-
ing the same," he said. "The more
people we get, the more issues we have.
We've got to get these seats filled."
McGowan said the representation of
the student bociy is not compromised by
the low attendance, but he wants to sec
the capacity come close to 35.
"It's still a fair representation," he
said. "But I'd love to sec an active
"It's still a fair representation...
I'd love to see it at 35, but I
think it's a pipetirearn."
David McGowan
GSS President Pro-Tern
According to Davis, the maximum
number was reduced from 55 at the
beginning of the Fall semester because
of the large number of vacancies at the
meetings.
"Some senators haven't been mien-,
ding and some have said nothing's go-
ing on," Davis said.
Dave Dreher, vice president for finan-
cial affairs, said the decretse was made
the-GSis-had troubleAlling the
seats.
Another reason, he.said, was to spurn
better competition for the seats and
make people more interested in the
senate.
David McGowan who presides over
the senate in place of student senate
president John O'Dea because O'Dea
represents District 130 in Augusta, said
ever seen.
"I'd like to see something happen that
would affect something," he said.
"Nobody cares either because they
don't know what it's like or they know
what it's like and don't want to be in-
volved."
Ewing isn't going to give up on the
senate, however.
"You never know when things are go-
ing to happen. With the changing of the
executive positions (Feb. 7),
you don't know what to expect. It might
get better, it might get worse," Ewing
said.
Lto e Gould is brcakirig, the trertA.
She was sworn in as a new senator at
Tuesday night's meeting.
Gould, an off-campus senator, is
"very interested" that off-campus
students are being represented.
"Some (off-campus students) don't
awaryis-loci a part of the college com-
munity," she said. "A lot of (campus
activities) are geared toward
residents."
Gould wanted to be a senator after
moving off campus last September and
reading newspaper ads in the Daily
Maine Campus about the senate vacan-
trAs pate 4)
senate of NI I'd love to see it at 35,
but 1 think it's a pipedream."
The decision to lower the capacity
was made by the Fair Election Prac-
tices Committee of the GSS.
Eric Ewing, chair of the FEPC,
said the GSS is not accomplishing
anything and it is best that the capaci-
ty was cut down.
"Even if we had 55 scats open, it  
would still be the same amount of 
people showing up," he said.
"Student government is a boring
dead end street. It's like walking
down a fenced-in dead end road. In
other words, there's nothing to look
at and it gets you nowhere," Ewing
said. "Nothing's getting done and. no
one has the initiative, myself includ-
,ert  _'•
t he number of issuesbrought berme the Ewing said last year's senate was
senate is declining with senate one Of the "deadest" senates he'd
onstage
Bridal
Fashion Shows
1 p rm. & 39m.
1989 NORTHEAST
Bangor
Civic Center
Sun., January 29,1989
11 a..m, to S p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
 1 NORTHEAST MANE'SMOST COMPLETE
BRIDAL SHOW
THE AMAZING 5-MINUTE LAUNDRY]
SIGN UP SHErrro—r LAUNDRY-SERVICE
from BANGOR DRY CLEANING S LAUNDRY
This sign up sheet is for those students wishing to part-
icipate in the weekly pick-up and delivery of student Laundry
-..atindry will be picker iCeach week tot the entire semester.
Those students who do not wish to sign up in advancemay still have_therThunty. iimçly
. calling 942 6 I r7ll call bash k 50 cents per• with
minimum iMriggismaly laundry-brtine student is 117.451b0 •   _
For those stude, nw wishing to participate in a prepaid weekly launch,/ wsvice the fee will be 360.00
-Wthe entire semester for up to 151lbs Anything over this will be charged an extra 50 cents
per lb. paid upon deliyery
I he benefits of this sers ice leaves you yasir tat cot an hour to an hour and a half to yourself
all whiltyour laundry is done for you. Figure what k will cost you for two washing machines.
dryers. sci4p.bleach: softners and the gas to travel back and forth.
Dry cleaning services will also be available whether you wish to sign up or not (please keep
dry cleaning separate from laundry.)
__Thert will be no credits for any unused portions, so it is imperative that your laundry be at
the-checkpoint every week
7AM TO 9PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
 
Featuring:  
-Complete Dry Cleaning
-Wash, Dry, Fold
-Shirt Service
-24 Washers
-17 Dryers
—
llama MU ZIMAKINO ACIDtLAV
4)3417%, J442444MillitaCLFAll litait,4001
j STUDENT NAME -
 
 
ADDRESS: 
atm:
 
NUMBER:
I CHECK ONE: ON CAMPUS OFF CAMPUS
I in irterstkai I f1I tie thew twins. I hero ir*Is Axe t am, on* moils to hart
Dry Carol A Ise*. Am non* 6O.00)
SIGNATURE: 
i Yoe oil he egad el okoripolot oft& o for Joys of mei*. FM slog
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Miami officer charged
with manslaughter
MIAMI (AP) — Manslaughter
charges against the officer whose
shooting of a motorcyclist touched off
last week's racial violence will not calm
the black community, leaders and
residents said Tuesday.
Meanwhile, defenders of. Officer
William Lozano criticized the charges,
saying they were rushed without judicial
review because of racial tensions.
Lozano, 29, was free on S10,000 bond
after turning himself in Monday at the
Dade County Jail to face two counts of
manslaughter in the deaths of Clement
Lloyd. 23. and *nem nizr.t ai-d., 24.
Police said Lozano shot Lloyd in the
head, killing him and causing the
motocycle to crash into a car, fatally in-
juring Blanchard, his passenger. A
parallel federal civil hicks investigation
into the killings was continuing Tues-
day, U.S. Attorney Dexter Lehtinen
said, but had not reached any
conclusions.
The state manslaughter charges did
not sit well with many in Overtown,
which erupted into three days of riots
after the Jan. 16 killing.
"They've only done that to keep the
community quiet," said Lloyd's
father Lee Lloyd. "But I don't think
they are going to keep the community
quiet —that's not enough."
Michael Wright who manages an
Overtown laundry, said he was bitter:
about the charges and the bail.
"As long as they shoot us, they get
manslaughter," said Wright. "If we
shoot one of t hem: IN first-degree
murderL_or if we shoot a Cuban or a
white, k's first-degree murder."
Miami's lone black city commis-
sioner, Miller Dawkins, did not criticize
the charges against Lozano, but said
they would not help to calm Overtown.
"I don't think it's going to do
anything until there is a trust, a bonding
ill the WUtiTiuiUZy,'• ;he c--••••••;ssior-•-•
said.
Miami police spokesperson Ray Lang
said that although bitterness existed,
there was no violence in the city follow-
ing Lozano's arrest and release. .
Lozano's defenders, however, said.
that the charges were a political play and -
violated long-established rules set up to
prevent police officers from being rush:-
ed to judgement because of conununity-
reaction.
"There was no judicial review, th
was no review by a grand jury, "said
Lozano's attorney Roy Black. "They
decided to just go ahead and arrest him
and force him to post bail without any
review of the chargese'
ROOMATE NEEDED
Roornate needed to share expenses
ofikrge house in Old Town.
Washer/dryer kitchen, all utilities paid.
Call: 827-3867 ... ask for Dave.
Pilot misunderstood
air-traffic message
A few minutes later, the-pilot tdld theCHICAGO (AP) — An airline pilot
misunderstood an air traffic controller tower: "Hey ground tower, whoever
who told him "you've lost the I'm talking to, this ispiedmont out here
engine," not realizing it had actually - ;no- therunway. We've lost the engine.
fallen off the plant until he landed saf___ __i_dOlt3_._know-- whatever happened. to
Thecont rol tower responded: •itt feu
off the aircraft about a half
-mile pot
the
ero one asunwa)W-N injured in the
The passengers on the Boeing 737.2IM
were out on other flights to Charlotte
NC.. their
"The pilot was calm," sal: FAA
spokesman Mort F.delstcin. "I wonder
how he would have feh if he'd known.
I thought he did a magnificent job."
Piedmont spokesman David Shipley
said the names of the pilot and co-pilot
not be released.
ly, cockpit conversations revealed
Tuesday.
The pilot of Piedmont Airlines Right
1480 apparently believed his engine had
only shut down, even after he suc-
cessfully returned the plane with 27
passengers aboard to Olice Interne
t:c:1 ..',1..trpert, just two minutes after
takeoff last Friday.
"I understand the right engine Is shut
down," the pilot said, sounding
slightly dazed and out of breath shortly
after landing, according to the traniaipt
released by the Federal Aviation
Adasinistration. .
91
will
cies. She has also known the last two
senate presidents
"I've seen it from both sides," she
said. "I hope to bring more recognition
to the senate. instead of people com-
plaining, they can come to a forum like
this.
Gould said the low
--4coattaimed frogs page 3)
Frank, Winslow, the parliamentarian
of the GSS, said the senate can change
in six months at the current turnover
rate.
Attendance is getting so low, he said,
that it's down to just a few senators.
'Winslow said that those senators have
.W be replaced as they become ready to
attendance might- 
-graduate.
make the senate more effective. "People think we're not getting
"It might cut down on some*.
 
the anything done," he said. "that might
bureaucracy," she said. be because of the low turnout."
_Ma
up yourt
QaiN ExpeRieNce IN wrziatii4c.
BE famous!
_
-See-Mike Di Clecck
or 
Jon Bach
in the Basement of Lord Hall
or ,
call 581-1271.
.•s...:111,.••••.,• !••••••,.• •
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Planetarium closed for renovations
Technical problems to be remedied before February reopening
by Doug Kesseli
Staff Writer
The skies of the University of Maine's
planetarium, usually alive with stars and
planets, will be darkened for the month
of January.
Planetarium Director Alan Davenport
said the temporary closing was due to
repairs following a semester of staff
shortages and a "breakneck
schedule."
It was the auk sin= 19W that the
planetarium had to cancel shows for a
month, he said.
"We had quite a number of technical
and mechanical problems," Daven-
port said. "There was no way to address
them without cutting the shows (in
January)."
s s s s
s
Davenport estimared $1,000 was
needed to make the repairs, which in-
cluded reupholstering the chairs, and
fixing the star projector — which
simulates the night sky — and three of
the 12 slide projectors.
"They don't require money as much
as they do time," he said.
Davenport also said despite being
short one person last semester, his staff
of three workstudy students was able to
put on five public programs.
-Am; that takes its toii, e said.
Lisa Stone, a sophomore who began
working at the planetarium last
semester, said staff members would
finish One program and have to put the
next together immediately'.
"It was pretty hectic most of the
time," she said. "There were -few
Fall Semesten StubeNt
** teactyiNg "
if you pave Not applieb fOR
stubENt teact7iNq 3VJ must bo so
imrs4ebiately at the
StuDeNt teacniNg office
iNfoRmatiON b€Sk
Snibles Plait
DZADLIN71 IMBRITARY 10, 1989
41-..ALt
pauses."
Davenport said that last August,
when repairs are usually made, the staff
did not realize the extent of work that
was needed.
He said the closing will not have a big
impact on the estimated $13,000 annual
revenues, as January is usually a slow
month. -
In addition to mechanical problems,
Davenport said space also is a problem.
"Trying to keep up with
maintenance," he said, "relies on a
handful of people working in a-small
space." -
Davenport said he is looking to get
more space in the near future.
The planetarium will open in
February with the first public show,
"Where the Dinosaurs Roam,"
scheduled for Feb. 14 to March 4.
r.
 _...,..,_,,,. 
,
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Classified ads get results!
HELP WANTED
ARTIST Cartoon and wash drawings
First class man wanted Steady Kansas
City Slide Co , 1015 Central i This so
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19,
1920 was answered by Wail Disney. his
first canooning ob)
A HIGH-GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
latpenen0111. A fine opportunity for right
applicant: -Think Swan, 404 Harrison.
ITT* ad. (1d by A.C. Sperkplug Co..
in the Film Michigan. Journal, April 23,
1914, was anakvared by Marlowe Curtice,
later President of General Motors.)
WATCHMAKER with references who can
furnish tools. State age, experience and
salary required T 39 Daily News IT his
ad pieced by Richard Sears in Chicago
Deily News. April 1, 1887 was answered
by Alvah Roebuck )
MEN wanted for hazardous Journey
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
danger, sate return aoubtful Honor and
recognition in case of success Ackfress.
E.H. Shackleton, Box 100 Thie 8ntriph
classified ad appeared in 1900, seeking
men for Antarctic expedition Explorer
Shackleton was swamped with applica-
tions I
For more information:
contact the Aikertising Department st 5814273.
—
ATTENTION RIDERS or truz DVS
Bangor/Brewer
Hampden/Veazie -
Orono/I' Town
TI
777 - - -
.-.. •
I.
 . Effective January 30 the NS to —
Orono-Old Town-Bangor wiD_Tick up in the
-Auditorium Cirekc'Matiolial 'Union 
 
It WILL NOT stop at Fogler Library.
,The bus*,schedule will remain the same.
f.
1a
•
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German charges bring back memories of WWI
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP)
7 Charges that West German com-
panies helped Libya build what may be
a poison•gas plant recall horrors from
two world wars and images of what a
politician called the "Evil. seitdoceiving
German."
Germany shocked the world in World
War I by wiping out 5,000 Allied
soldiers April 22. 1915, with chlorine
gas, introducing the era of 'chemical
warfare.
The Nazis later used Zyklon B gas to
kill millions of prisoners, most of them
Jews, at the Auschwitz death camp.
In addition to lessons of the past, the
dcbZaIWCUO C•n rn:Iral stan-
dards in a nation that has developed an
arms export industry in the last 15 years
that ranks fifth in the world.
"German profits have grown much
more quick!y than ethical standards,"
said the Rev. Friectbelm Hengsbach, a
social sciences professor at St. Georgen
theological university in Frankfurt.
"The Germans are very smart in the
sense of economic realities, but they're
not that shrewd when it comes to ethical
responsibinty. and political realities,"
the 51-year-old Jesuit priest said in an
interview.
Norbert Gansel, a member of Parlia-
ment for the opposition Social
Democrats, put the pt °Nem succenctly:
"Now, our history has caught up with
Ger-
man is back."
In its current issue, the left-leaning
ESCAPE THE COLD(--or,
IT'S HOT AT TUB
Wanted. Wild tuad crazy people to help program Is& etillie;11
eatertainsnest like:
•
coseerts
competitions
dances
films
comedy
you'd like to: be in on decision making, gain
-----
”trience in advertising, booking acts, sad leadership, while
meeting interesting people and bevies a groat time, then....
Come to oar NEW MEMBERS MEETING sii—WeNtilay.
maarj__4 at 11:30_,„*.. siggi-ap &kens_ of sue TUB 
Ilikaibersbip Tables at the followiag locations:
• Memorial Union. January 19, 20, 23, 24 & 2$
• Dining Connives: (York & Stodder J y 23
& Wells, Stewart. & Hilltop- January 24)
Call 827-7933
year. That puts the country in fifth place
behind the United States, Soviet Union,
France and Britain.
Several state and local investigations
are under way to determine the amount
of arms and arms-related goods sent
abroad illegally.
Included are inquiries into reports of
West German involvement in Iraqi
poison gas production in addition to
allegations that West German com-
panies helped build the plant at Rabta,
south of Tripoli, that Libya says makes
medicines and the United States says is
for producing chemical weapons.
Iraq acknowledges using poison gas
*Cutler 
.01
during its war with Iran, in which a -
cease-fire was readied in August, and
has been accused of using it on minori-
ty Kurds.
Reports arise frequently of West Ger-
man companies evading export restric-
tions, as Gansel reminded a noisy
parliamentary debate on the Libyan
matter last week.
"The string of arms-export scandals
is long," he declared, including sales
of sensitive nuclear technology to
magazine Der Spiegel said the attitude
of West German industry is "export'at
all cost- to guarantee prosperity at
home and "tens of thousands of people
pay for the exporters' prosperity with
their lives."
"First-comes the food, and then
morals?" it said, referring to a line by
the German author Bertolt Brecht. "Not
even that: many deals are made conv
pletely without morals."
Government statistics say West Ger-
man Pakistan, India and South Africa.
billion worth of guns, submarines,
companies legally sell about S16.6 •
Guise!, 48, said Lyklon B gas killed
munitions and other arms overseas each r'e'cmioundedntlesfsellodweflegiriensel:tsors s Jthe 
image 
se oand
inc "evii, self-deceiving eyerinan" had
become a theme for both newspaper car-
toons and editorials.
Many. newspaper stones, magazine
articles and TV programs about the
chemical plant scandal point out the
German history of poison gas dating to
World War I. .•
In Munich, the Suedeursche Zeit iing
reminded readers in an editorial Jan. 13:
"Not everyone may like the Germans;
no one has forgotten their past.
Whoever has as much power as the
Federal Republic must also bear respon-
sibility."
tomorrow," he said. "But if no one
comes in until 60 days from now,
well..."
Berrien was optimistic that the staff
vacancies would be filled soon.
"We really do try," she said,
"We're still hoping :o expand to include
more hours."
Berrien says she is optimistic because
inquiries and applications are continual-
ly coming in and because the present
staff are made up of "top-class"
individuals.
The follow* is_Jilistina.a.nesx___
(eauidasatilanta MO 1)
cutler Health Center houn:
I) Monday-Friday: complete
health care available from a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
a
-Monday-Thursday (evening):
one sane practitioner and one assis-
tant available from 4:30-9 p.m.
3) Friday (evening): closed from
4:30-6 p.m.; one nurse practitioner
and one assistant available from 6-8
p.m
4) Saturda_y _apt Sunday: nurse
practitioner and assistant a%allable
from 12-6-p.44-
MAWR AWAMIN31111 PROGRAM
Committee Meeting
Thnis. Jaii—uary 26
Bangor Lounge. Union
OPIKIK To TPVIBLZO 
- NI\ \ " (1
COLLEGE WORK/STUDY
.POSITIONS- AVAILABLE
The Itieeelieed  Opportmsty Osiggskiggirugg of the cow..
—44-iiiliesisie mord veil meg p.ds lá to Lad swami
—Mealiest Weelleue7 *verb for ea *Arm Somitur
idninila asillact David liasumar at SSI-2526 for mars
inkriadian.
Assist scosuinlailly ail culturally dienhealegad to ilk in
prspurtag for snicantd =try tato collage or vowing saga
Dallis include providing anistaacs vithalmassious Nellinianki
appbeaboas sad maw dacisioa-nektai 
.11•11. 1141iittar
nibs =In Socialist Moo Position Available)
Most via t os of reporb, urban lad pram Mom=
(oernolum Majors) wimp $4 611iboar
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Food service workers attend workshops
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
University of Maine food serNice
employees attended a series of
workshops over Christmas break to
learn how to better serve student needs.
John Rebstock. UMaine food service
director, sail the goal of the workshops
was to "enhance service to the students
who cat on campus."
In the workshops, dining commons
employees learned, among other things,
how to present food more attractively.
Ray Galvin, president of , Cooke
marketing and
publishing company that concentrates
on the food business, conducted
seminars concerning marketing in din-
ing services and food presentation.
The main thrust of his presentations.
he said, was to help employees improve
the appearance of food being served on
campus.
fille university buys good Nod, but
the -presentation leaves a -lot to be
desired," he said.
During the workshops, Galvin sug-
gested more frequent use of simple, at-
tractive, and edible garnishes on plates
and trays.
"Cucumber pinwheels, lemon baskets
or pinch 'ACC-3 Ire Y...-ry attractive.
Nothing has to get too complicated or
*Bundy (eoathaued from page 1)
"The people of Florida today ad-
ministered justice," Gov. Bob Mar-
tinez said 1-1'2 hours after the
execution.
"If there's ever been anyone on
Florida's death row that deserved the
electric chair. Ted Bundy was that in-
dividual."
, Bundy had been_quick-witted, known
for his cockiness and arrogance, a hand-
some, blue-eyed charmer. He was the
subject of five books and a television
miniseries. "The Deliberate
Stranger."
But he recently claimed to "feel God's
presence," and was reported at the
end to be remorseful about his bloody
trail of kidnappings, sadistic sexual
mutilations and slayings in his home
state of Washington, and in Utah. Col-
orado. Idaho and Florida. . _
—His execution, for the murder of
sixth-grader Kimberly Diane Leath of
• Lake  City, made him the 20th man put
to death in Florida and the 106th in the
United States.since _the U.S._Supreme
Court allowed states to reinstate the
death penalty in 1976.
Kimberly was kidnapped from the
grounds of her junior high school Feb.
9. •1978, just three weeks after the kill-
ings of two women at Chi Omega socon-
t at Florida State-UnNersity.
The child's body was found three
months' tatertn an abanddried
Bundy was also under a death sentence
for-rttc-rsro-Ctii Onitait murders.
Until near the end he had insisted he
- was lanbeent, alt?tough he had been
suspected of as many as 36 killings and
disappearances. Then late last week he
-began talking to investigators from the
foiir Western states. closing the books
on 20 unsolved crimes, including somc
in which he had not-been a suspect
"Good," sighed Vivian Rancourt,
mother of Bundy victim Susan Ran-
court, when reached at her LaCanner.
Waih., home shortly after the execu-
fi.on. "The only. thing Ivan-say is thank
 
POrTirii:nrita y °Met.'
One of Bundy'S final acts was to per-
mit hikes Dobson, a California
psychologist and host of a syndicated
ladio show, to.videotape an interview to
be broadcast later. Dobson described 
Bundras--"freting-gfea4-remorse-''-144--
quoted Bundy saying his crimes "should
serve as a warning to the dangers of por-
nography."
Bundy appeared frightened when he
was escorted into the death chamber.
But he moved easily to the chair, nod-
ding to his attorney, James Coleman,
and Gainesville minister Fred Lawresee,
who had counseled him earlier. -.:- -
"Jim and Fred, I'd like you to_gIsre
my love to my family and friends,"
he said in a strong voice that trailed off
at the end.
"He was calm but visibly shaken,"
said state Rep. Randy Mackey of Lake
City, an official witness.
Bundy stared straight ahead and his
'jaw tightened when workers adjusted a
chin strap and fitted a hood over his
shaven head. When the switch was
thrown by the anonymous executioner,
who is paid S150 for the job, Bundy's
body surged back against the chair. His
fists clenched -
A doctor pronounced him dead at
-7:16 a.m. EST..--. 
"Eleven years is too long," said
Mackey, referring to legal maneuvers
that kept the execution in doubt s irtually
nntil the last minute.
;4110101.11110111111•11100111PIPMIMmerw....-
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EARN YOUR
WINGS
To ual for Warrant Officer -
1 t raining, you •a
high school dirlornai_And pref-  _
erabl% two wars of' college. .
Then you must complete Army ,
Basic Training betOre going to
flight school. .1Vklen you've • ----
completed flight training
could 'hgve the wings'of an
, Army aviator.
To find out more about
_Warrant Officer Right Train-
ing. contact your local Amy
ReCruiter
call 942-9165
Bangor Recruiting Station
ARM'E
INE ALL MU CAN OIL
•
intricate," he said.
Galvin also talked about how to im-
prove the atmosphere of UMaine's din-
ing commons.
One way to break away from the
traditional setting of long staight tables
and no flair, he said, is to "pull certain
foods away from the line."
"What is done with salad bars is a
very good idea, but you can do it with
different foods, too," he said.
Marketihg, management and
organizational skills — including
everything from inventory dating and
coding procedures to delivery — were
coverm thirins the 9,^rkzhcr-,..
Rebstock said.
*Homeless
Originally from Houlion, Joe lived
with his parents and older brother. His
mother divorced hisoabusive and
alcoholic father and moved the family
to Connecticut. She remarried and had
two more children.
By the age of 13 or 14, Eddy said. Joe
was sexually abusing one of his younger
siblings. He was finally kicked out of his
house when his mother found him chok-
ing his yoong steirbrother.
Eddy remembers Joe telling him, "1
couldn't understand my mom's reac-
tion. I thought brothers were supposed
to have spats like that. "
Eddy said more than 75 percent of
homeless teens have been sexually abus-
ed and almost 80 percent suffer from
emotional abuse.
There are bills in the state Legislature
now that could help homeless teen-agers
-4. Maine. Eddy said one of those pro-
He said student employees also par-
ticipated in the workshops.
About 140 students returned to
Orono early to attend workshops
relating to their work in the food service
program, he said.
The student employees received in-
struction in chemical safety, the vahdine
system, food poisoning, line service,
menu presentation and banquet service.
Steve Wong, food service manager of
the Common Place at the Bangor cam-
pus, presented a seminar on knife and
small equipment safety for the students.
Wong said the seminar highlighted the
"dc's and kitchers iefay. "
(eoadased from page 1)
posals is to give more funding for
shelters for teens.
"Dealing with the homelessness of
teens in Maine will make people take a
hard look at services interfering with the
lives of these kids," he said.
Eddy said there is hope for the
homeless teen-agers of Maine. During
this past Christmas season, donations
were received and some money was set
aside for teens who need medical
attention.
Joe's story is one which Eddy calls a
"success story."
Eddy met Joe on Nov. 2. Joe is now
a full-time worker living in a boarding
house. Eddy said he helped him move
to his new home. "He has a !ot of 
records and clothes like most teen-agers,
although he is homeless." Eddy Aid
Joe hopes to take nightdinN3 waggle .
receive his GED.
I
N G EUT
ROC (Residents On Cal-nous) is doing to start a
campus wide es4.-or-t -sef vice This-is run by students
-f-or stuJent t.1 OU to mak e thrs- work
 ----Acttewrid-the-intortnatrorrsesston-on-
help make YOUR campus a-
safer PIace .
_Appitcatfon_s ere ;Woad* Intim
• ROC Office, 3rd Floor 1-lefties& tInion 581-1 t60
Student Government Office .
3rd Flbor !lemon& Union 581-1785
Jes7e,feldman,1*911(enneber H&I 5f31-4533
Sheri Badger, 417 Penobscot Hall 581-4649
I'
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Argue the policy
knew policy that prohibits smoking in the Bears'Den and the Damn Yankee denies the rights ofpeople who like to light up a cigarette. 
_
Not only does it disallow this right, it prohibits them
from interacting with other people while they smoke.
For non-smokers, it is a breath of Isesh air - literal-
ly. For smokers, it's another lost battle.
So where are the picket signs, letters to the editor of •
the Deily .4.4.1i?te Ca...rip...is, parrThlets =Ind petitions?
No one seems to be causing an uproar over the new
policy. It seems a majority 9f the smokers are taking it
gracefully. 
.
Whatever caused the graceful acceptance of the new
policy, the fact remains that smokers' rights are put
, . ..___
aside.
A number of non-smokers seem to be relieved to
breathe fresh air but some are in favor of some sort Of
room or divided area of the den for smokers.
This is an excellent idea that would not ignore
smokers' rights to smoke and non-smokers' rights to
breathe fresh air.
Smokers argue that as the nation increasingly im-
plements policies of non-smoking in restaurants,
elevators, buses, and planes, smokers are forced to -
practice their habit in small rooms with little Of no 
ventilation. 
-
They argue that diey are becoming the victims of ,
specialized segregation in a society where smoking is
becoming an unattractive activity.
But on a university campus, students need to interact.
Not only that, they like to. It's part of what makes a
. college experience an experience. 
.
-' 
Meeting ptaces like the den and the Yankee are cssen- _ -
dal for this purpose. They are designed to make people
feel comfortable and relaxed after the rigors of a college
day.
What the dim and the Yankee need JIB DM prohibition
of anyone's right to smoke, but an area where smokers
can smoke and non-smokers can "non-smoke."
_ The relaxing and interactive atmospheFe of the den
shouldn't be compromised by one policyjhat caters to
__one type of individual.
_
-
•
041._
Moral. Justice?
For as long as I can
remember, one of the taws that
has governed the land in which
we all live is "thou shalt not
kill."
At 7:16 a.m. on Tuesday
morning, Theodore Robert
Bundy paid with his life for the
crimes he has committed over
the past 10-15 years in an elec-
tric chairs at a Florida State
Penitentiary. .
There is no doubt that Ted
Bundy deserved to be punished.
In 1978. he kidnapped and
murdered 12-year-old Kimber-
ly Leach of the Florida com-
munity of Lake City.
He also killed two soronty
sisters from Florida State
University in their beds less
than a month after the Leach
girl disappeared. Last weekend
be confessed to about 20 other
murders in western states.
- Of himself, Bundy said he
was "the most cold-hearted
sonofabitch you'll ever
meet."
Now the judicial cyciern tf
the United States and its 50
divisions have that responsibili-
ty to delegate a just and fair
sentence which they decided
was death.
Commentary
by Joe-Grant
However, I was never aware
that if yob were lucky enough
to become a judge in the Sun-
shine State that you actually
had two jobs. One to decide
guilt and innocence in the cases
presented to them and anothelk
to play God when the death
penalty is a suggested
punishment.
On Nightlinc with Ted Kop-
pel on Monday night, many.
people in the state of Florida
showed the rest of the world
how eass. it is to prove the
human being can be on the
same intelligence and morality
level as the wood the electric
chair is made of.
One man wanted to make a
statement that "Bundy should
fry" bs making and selling
souviners to what has become
as exciting to those people as
last Sunday's Superbowl in
Miami.
. The man had white T-shirts
• with flames going all over and
the words "Burn Bundy Burn"
on the back. It seems like his
statement only shows his
ignorance.
Another man who proved
something to us all was the
Florida Governor Bob Mar-
tinez. He came up with some
comments that could send us
back to the days of guillotines,
hangings, and lynchings.
"If there was anybody on
• Florida's death row who
.-desterved:to die, Ted Bundy was
that in
-rhvidual."
"This is a thorasn-ant-all
smile," he add-
What in the •••• is his pro-
blem. Bundy may have been
correct in labeling himself a
cold-hearted SOB but I think
the same applies to Martinez.
That makes him no better than
Tv.4-Itunay if he enjoys the
premeditated murder of
another I uman being.
It was said on Nightline that
Bundy would get a thrill out of
"hunting" for his victim. He
would know what was to follow
(see JUSTICE page 9)
"
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Am I hazing myself?
It's been happv,intg ail Over
campus. But I never thought it
could happen to me.
I got busted for hazing
myself.
Yep. it all started a few days
--agsx-when I Saw a ccunaiercia, l_
- for -a-certain brand of athletic
shoes on-television.
one of the "Just do it" varity.
You know, the ones where a
few at Met ic-k3bking fools frolic
around on a basketball 001Ift
while a voice in the background
taunts something like, "So you
want to lose weight? Just do
it.
An inspiring ad to Say the
least.
So inspiring in fact, that I
said to myself, "I should start
running again. I should get
back in shape."
I looked out the window at
Maine's arptie --winter
wonderland and laughed an
uneasy laugh. 'Then a terrible
tittle voice inside Me whiskred,
"Just do it.
Twenty minutes later I was
stumbling pitifully down Col-
lege Avenue dressed in the old 
WM
cross country garb from my
high school running days. _ 
It was a sorry sight indeed.
A few minutes later, a large,
black university car pulled up
beside me and the driver mo-
tioned for me to stop.
Thinking the driver, a man
who looked like he worked for
either the CIA or the Christian
Civic League, was just lost, I
-Ow
, - •
-
Michael Di Cicco
who's a few sandwiches thort
of a picnic?" he asked.
-Nobody's forcing me,*: I
said. "I'm doing this on my
own." -
"So you're hazing
yourself?' benaked...-_!1s-tbas-
what you mean?" 
Then begot bad& into hit-W.—.
•and -Witted talking to
somebody on his cia radio.
-• I couldn't make out much of
_the_eonuersation but I think it
went something like this:
-Man in the car: "He says
.he's not being hazed. He says
he's just out here running on
his own accord. What should I
dO?"
Control center: "How many
Innis have-you used the word
fcr directions. hue when talking- for him?"
"What do you think yonase__- Man in the car: "About
557." • - Ndoing?" he implored.
- — Control _centet.._‘ That's not
wandered over to the car tool-
-T41. -,running," I said_
"Wrong," he toned. "it';
IS -degrees out here. It's too
cold to be running. You are be-
ing hazed."
"Being hazed?"1 said.
enough. Keep on going."
As my interrogator was get-
ting out of the ear. I decided it
was probably an opportune
time to make a break for it.
So I took _off as fast -as I -
_r cohlti-back-tossard-my-apart---
-*Yes," bitk ur rgttting o 
of his car. "Hazing - recklessly
endangering-the physical or
mental health ' of a student
Hazing. Hazing. Hazing."
"Now who is making you do
this?" he demanded.
"Do what?" I asked.
--ment.-1- managed to outrun my
would-be captor and collapsed
on my bathroom floor.
"Oh, God," I groaned. "I
think I'm going to be sick." -
Then the little voice inside me
said, "Just do it."
•
"Who is forcing you to dress - Michael Di Cicro is a senior
in these foolish clothes and journalism major from Essex
scamper about like someone Junction. Vermont.
•
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Justice
and went through with the
vicious and beastly acts for
which he had no remorse.
But Martinez was gleaming
with delight along with many of
his counterparts in politics.
"There will be a celebration
when he dies," Gerald Witt,
the mayor of Lake City said.
And after 2000 volts of elec-
tricity eradicated all life in Bun-
dy's body; the celebration did
begin.
Outside, oser 100 people lit
sparklers, set off firecrackers
ind sang songs praising the
works of the electric chair af-
fectionately referred to as Old
Sparky.
Now maybe to anyone
reading this I am an idiot. I was
talking to another staff writer
and he called me a bleeding
heart liberal. That bothered me
because I don't sec one thing
(condoned from page 8)
right in the killing of another
human being and people loving
every minute of it. It's simply
barbaric.
In the same context I am not
stupid enough to think that
Bundy should have ever been
allowed to see daylight again.
He should have been locked up
forever With absolutely no
\shance for a parole hearing let
alone parole.
Then my associate at the
Campus mentioned the money
it takesito keep people in jail.
I say I would rather be taxed
that amount than know the
money I earn might pay for a
killing device or stvwards the
$150 the anonomo-us execu-
tioner earned for murdering
Ted Bundy. But I'm qu.
that man won't go to trial or
jail or face death at the hands
of an immoral judicial system.
'NUM
$9.99
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Why so many Canadian coins in machines? 
To the editor:
•I have just finished counting about
$7.00 worth of Canadian coinage that
has been given to me as change this year,
mostly from Memorial Union opera-
tions.
Now this change is useless since you
can't use it in any of the various
machines on campus, You can't even
flip coins with it because an argument
always ensues about which side is heads.
So you can imagine that I ani upset! The
other day I put a George Washington in-
to a change machine and half of what
I got back had Queen Elizabeth onone
. side and a Moose on the other! And try
to put those suckers back in the machine
to get dimes and nickels? No way, you'd
have better a chance getting a dance with
a Baptist!
Is this happening to anybody else? I
mean, is it just because I was an
Economics major and you didn't think
I'd notice? And just who is profiting
from this money-laundering operation?
Since most of the players On the hockey
team seem to anne from Riviere du-
sonieplabe, Quebec, do the profits go
there? Did it go to help re-elect Brian
Mulrooney as Canadian Prime
Minister? Or does it go directly into
President Dale's discretionary fund? In
all three cases, I guess I wouldn't mind.
I mean, I'm a big hockey fan, I believe
in Free Trade, and the discretionary
fund has given me more than a few
chuckles this year, so I guess I could
*rite it off as a political contribution or
entertainment expense. However, if I
happen to sec one of those ladies behind
the news counter riding around in a
Porsche 944, then I might be less than
understanding.
Anyway, the bottOnt line is this I
figure someone owes me about S1.30.
I'll take it in Japanese-Yet7M Si
Francs. Merci Beaucoup.
Jerry Desmona
Estabrooke Hall
k 're --hazingN,
Raked.
2tt1i
_that_L__
--ffilo his car
Beta-Theta -Pi-treated-unf
I am writing in regards to the situa-
tion with the fraternity Beta Theta Pi at
the University of Maine at Orono,
1 am alumni-Of both the Univerfte-
-Maistoot Orono and Beta Theta
I have been following the disciplinary 1.11
talking to
its CB radio.
ilte-out much of
abut I think it
like this:
car: "He says
hazed. He says
ere running on
What should I
m: "How many
used the word
ing to him?"
car: "About
et, !!_Iliat'aitpt-
m going."
agator was get-
:ar, I decided it
an opportune
break for it.
If as fast as I
card-my apart-
t110 Outrun my
Vold collapsed
m floor.
I groaned. "1
g to be sick."
-voice inside me
it.
Guest Column by John J. Brier
proceeding in -fegards -to This muariatt—orMaine to examine the following facts--Two -minutes after we lost our appeal
--very closely, and decide if justice will now or ever Dean Lucy said they had students ready
- After reviewing the facts, and the il preva at the University oane.
. 
f Maine to move into the house..We should not
avenues the University his takeirfri : have bothered to show up as it is ob-
seemingly assure the removal of Beta-- Delta - - Upsilon gets caught by the _vious the university had_no inttntinns ofhe olipc p ysically hazin esg-their pledgTheta Pi for two and a half years, a letting us win the appeal. Any court in
move that would sever the sacred and and receives a two year suspension. the U.S. would not allow a trial to be
on-going link of brotherhood that has Alpha Chi sorority gets caught branding conducted in such a manner. There is no
been at Beta Theta Pi longer than any a pledge and receives a two year suspe* chance for justice. The system is design-
other fraternity on campus, I have come sion. Beta Theta Pi admits to having a.. ad-for one outcome: Mr. Kennedy's in-
to the conclusion that the University has scavenger hunt with their pledges and . itial decision is all powerful no matter
handled this situation and apio.-als pro,- receives a three year suspension (later- —what the facts reveal. I call it immoral
cess in an unconstitutional manner. reduced to two and a half years).
It appears that the appeals process at At our appeal Mr. Kennedy was
the university is designed in such a ,^4 a allowed to testify, yet he could not_be
that it looks good on paper, but in truth crosteazunined. At our appeal Mr. Ken-
ii a biased and twisted avenue that leads n was altow make students who pay tuition to come hereedy s-ed-id - Natal-
not to justice, but to a dead end. I ask statements and allegations to not only provide the means for anagainst Bet& -
President Lick to look ida Theta Pi that are unproven, as the percentage as • - education, but to also treat them likewet—
of cases that actually win their appeals. irrelevan(to the appcidA_Mcei. Yet !Inman beings. The 
active members of
I know that percentage. This figure again he is not allowed Beta Theta Pi are being deprived of bothtobe cross ex-
-alone provessomething is wrong. The amined. In the appeal Mr. K 0 of these rights. This whole process hasCI111  ''
- —ktnericitn justice system is based on the Mentions an informant, yet this them so emotionally distraught thatWar.--
giorribe that owls Innocent until pro-  their academics are being seriously af-mant is not named or present. Mr. Ken- -
nedy headed the investigation into Beta
Theta Pi, he acted as a witness against
Beta Theta Pi, and he decided the
punishment of Beta Theta Pi. In other
words, be acted as judge, jury, and pro-
secutor all in the same case.
'taw is a senior
;or from Essex
tont.
irx_••••••—
ven guilty. Evidently the university feels
it is so powerful that it can deny this
basic right , to its students and
organizations.
I recall a letter I read a couple of years
ago in the Maine Campus questioning
the integrity of the University Conduct
Officer Bill Kennedy, the man who runs I ask Mr. Lick, 'How this can be
this system. I again raise this question, allowed to happen?' Is this the U.S.A.,
I want Mr. Lick, the students of this or Nazi-Germany? I think I know the
university, and the people of the state word for it .,"KANGAROO COURT".
,
,..•-••••,,s•-•••••••••••
'
and unconstitutional. Ho-,. can an in-
stitution of higher lezrni n g allow this 10
goon? 
-
The university has a right to the
fected. Is this your intent? How can the
university order these men out of their
place of residence in mid-semester?
There is no housing available! You can-
not expect them to live on the Bangor
campus. Most of them do not have cars.
Those students who do live on the
Bangor campus plan their schedules
around the commute. It is too late for
these young men to do this. If you tried
to do this to my son, and I was paying
the bills I would have you in court!
What the university is proposing o do
to these young men is wrong, if not
illegal. '
The alumni and the national of Beta'
Theta Pi have come up with are-
organizational Plan for the fraternity
that could be used as a model for the
fraternity system. As you know, they
have also procured the funds necessary
to assure this progr-arn gets- off the
ground, in the amount of $10,000. This
money was given to 'the university by
Beta Alumni for just this-reason. I ask
Mr. Lick, is it the university's-intent to
help the fraternities or to close them all
down?
I am asking Mr. Lick., as an alumni,
as a local businessman, and as a human
being to do the right thing.
I am forcwarding copies of this to
Dean Lucy. Bill Kennedy, The Daily
Maine Campus, The Bangor Daily
News, The Watervilk Sentinel, The
Portland Press Herald, the local televi-
sion stations and radio media, and the
parents of all the active members of Beta
Theta Pi. I want this situation looked in-
to and corrected, not only-for Beta
Theta Pi, but for the students at UMaine
now and in the future. if it takes more
letters, press conferences, or law suits I
am confident that justice will prevail.
There is strength in numbers and there
is a large number of Americans in the
state of Maine. Americans who are pro-
ud of the Democracy that made this
country great. What is going on at the
University of Maine is not Democracy
or close to it.
-
-s
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(coatimied from page 1)  
backdrop resembling that which appears
on a valid Maine State identification.
Information on the number of pic-
tures taken was not available because a
further investigation is pending,
Laughlin said.
"There were several 1.D. cards in
ivarious degrees of completion," he
said. Laughlin added other materials
confiscated by police included: a
Polaroid 600 Sun camera, a tripod,
several sheets of laminating material,
cut-outs of the Maine state seal, stencils
and a backdrop for pictures, along with
seven bottles of alcohol.
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against
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cancer or'
4.
10
Rum self-eamensastios tam- takte- -
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Schottenheimer 
new KC chief
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) - Marty
Schottenheimer, the wimiingest coach hi
the American Football Conference the
past three seasons, was named head
. coach of the Kansas City Chieft-
Tuesday .
-- "Our goal for 1989 is to become the
diarnpions of the National Football
 
teague.'said Schottenheimer, who
resigned as'- coach of the Cleveland
Browns at the end of the season in a
dispute with owner Art Modell.
Schottenheimer, 45, took the Browns
to the playoffs in each of his four full
seasons as coach. His 32-15 regular
season record the past three years. is un-
matched in the AFC and trails only the
Chicago Bears and San Francisco 49ers
among all NFL teams.
- His-resignation from the Browns wag_
triggered by his refusal to hire an otreni.,
sive coordinator, a role he was jilting-
Asked if he would hire an offensive
coordinator with the Chiefs, Schot-
tenheimer broke into a grin.
"We will have an individual to fill
that role," he said. "Rest easy. Many
Schottenheimer is not going to call the
plays. Someone will have that role.. if
not the title." -
Asked why he would change from the
approach that led to his departure from
Cleveland, Schottenheimer said he
thought. remaining offensive coor-
dinator for the Browns "was the best
thing to do in that situation."
The naming of Schottenheimer corn-
(see CHIEFS page 15)
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UMaine sinks Bowdoin
Snow gets first assist, shutout
From Staff Reports
About a month ago, freshman Garth
Snow probably thought he wouldn't see
any ice time this season. He has,
however, been thrust into the starting
role for the University of Maine sifter
Scott King oral Matt D Gsaidice were in-
jured. Last night he responded with a
7-0 shutout ot Bowdoin College along
with a rare assist. Along with 21 saves,
he notched an assist on David Ca-
puano's third goal of the evening. "It's
not all rre," Snow said. "We're a
good defensive team. 1 just try to keep
the team In there until Kinger and Mat-
ty get back."
WMEB-CHSB HOCKEY POOL
1. Harvard (10 nrse-place votes)
2. UMaine
3. Minnesota
4. Michigan State
5. Boston College
6. St. Lawreace
7. LakPSitperior State
S. Norther' Michigan
9. North Dakota
10. Illiaois-Ckicago
11. Michiipui
Wiscoasin
13. Northeastern
14. Connell
15. Bowhag Green
-Also receiving votes: Alaska-
Anchorage 6, Michigan Tech 3, Vet-
"It's valueable experience for Garth
to play," UMaine Coach Shawn
Walsh said. "I'm glad we've got
him."
The Black Bears finished off the DiviL
sion III Polar Bears with four third
period goals. Capuano. Martin
Robitaille and Chris Carnbio each tallied
on the power play while Luke -v-itaie
scored while UMaine was short-handed.
The Black Bears up their record to
23-5. Bowdoin suffered their first
shutout in 233 games in front of 4572
spectators in Portland.
' (we. BOWDOIN par  13)
.-RECORD POINTS
••*(1S4) 15//
•••(22-5) 131
•••(21-7-3)**••123
•**(22-5-1)****125
••.(14,4 ) 119
ik•.(17.3).•••.••99
•**(Iii-7-3)*****9l
•"(16-12-2)****74
•**(16-10-3)****62
***(14-11-3)****45
***(16-11-4) 42
••.(1 44 ***** .41e
•**(17-13) 7
MOW 3, Boston Universit) 2, API I,
Merrimack I
It's\iit the Bank
Freshmen probably don't even
know who he is.
But no onelyint-saar biargracethe
hardwood Noe of The Pit last ewer-
will forget, 
Even as they fought tbe rtil
iron beams to catch a glimpse Of tilt)
game, fans could see Reggie Banks
taking frames right out of Dominique
Wilkins' _Hume Highlight Film. -
Banks, whose first step to the hoop--
is quicker than any Black Bear since
Rufus Harris, made the Bears offense
last season.
That's not to take anything away
from Matt Rossignol, Coco Barry or
Ti Forester. They all were an integral
pan of the offense. but Reggie seem-
ed to be the guy who mad k things
happen. His 18 points per game were
of the electric, scream-inducing brand
that UMaine's faithful had only seen
when the Northeastern Huskies were
in town. Banks' 50 dunks last season,
no doubt, are a Black Bear record.
But Reggie was more than just a jam-
master. He could shoot the jumper
from 12-16 feet, too. He was a threat.
But no more.
He can't score from where he's
been sitting. He can't rebound either.
As a matter of fact the only passes
he makes include nothing more than
towels and an occasional water bot-
tle. Reggie has spent most of this
season under firstyear coach Rudy
Keeling in chairs near the end of the
UMaine bench.
4,4zRaniiikWWWL4Irw - '
Mike Bourque
But, "what about his defense?"
you say. True, Banks is anything but
Michael Cooper on 'D' but don't the
Black Bears need a scorer right now?
UMaine, now 5-10 this year, is led
in scoring by Rossignol and his
ever-sosweet perimeter jump shot.
But like all shooters, he can go cold.
Inside? Well, there we have Barry
and six-foot teninch Curtis Robert-
son. Though still developing as big
men, this pair can combine for 20 a
night. And doeverything, play-
everywhere Dean Smith will get you
some points every night. What's
missing?
A scorer, maybe?
Coach Keeling has brought a new
system to the Black Bears. Keeling
says Banks simply hasn't played well
enough to warrant more playing
time. To his credit, Reggie hasn't
complained or whined. Hesinst-try--1,--- -
ing to improve his play.
Whether or not Reggie will get his
-Chance in this, his senior, season or
sot, only Coach Keeling knows.
just hate to see all that talent
w:Msing away on the bench," say
the sport writers. They remember. But
even if Reggie spends the rest of the
season in a blue and white chair, he
may get his chance to thrill the
UMaine crowd again someday.
New Head Football Coach Tom
Lichtenberg met Reggie Banks the
other day. a- -
"Nice to meet you. Reggie. I've
heard about you," Lichtenberg
said as he grasped Banks hand.
"Hey, nice hands.. wide receiver
hands," the new coach said.
"Can you run?"
"Yeah," replied Reggie.
— "Can you catch?"
"Yeah, I guess," Reggie said.
"Take care of basketball now but
come see me this spring. We'll set you
for spring football."
So, take heart Reggie Banks fans,
you may get your chance to see him
electrify a Black Bear crowd once
again.
-Mike Bourque is a senior jour-
nalism major who would like every
freshman to know that the basketball
games used to be played at the Pit
• 
-,-.-:•"7:w=
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ending in a Jones hoop that made the
score 29-16.
No one could hit for UMaine, leading
Head Coach Rudy Keeling to search his
bench for a combination -toi_stem the
tide.
Once they had outscored UMaine
17-10, the Hawks hit for the last five
points of the half to lead 34-16 in the
worst half of basketball UMaine has
played in many years.
Boston University held UMaine to 20
points irr a half tam Saturday, but this
was easily the worst output of the season
for 20 minutes.
Mid things did not get better in the
second half.
After a UMaine turnover, three quick
Hartford hoops upped the lead to 24,
40-16, as the visitors called time.
Tbdd Hanson broke the ice after the
timeout, but after seven minutes of the
second half, the Black Bears had two
points. ,
A three-pointer by Anthony Moye
gave Hartford the biggest advantage of
the night, 48-18, before a good-sized
and happy crowd at the Hanford Civic
Center.
photo by Doug
Rady Keens;
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LOCATION: North & South Lown Rooms
DATE: Jan. 23rd - 27th (Mon.-Fri.)
• *_ 
9:00 a.—. -
Crmuine U.S. and EurOen Surplus!
Leasth Riallalatt
Trench Coats 
$6 • $15
Genuine U.S. 6 European
Military and Antique Overcoats
$25 -$35
U.S.. British. French.
Italian _Wool Sweaters
$I $15
Wool. West German, .
British French Pants. _ Mkt pints = U.S.. Dutch.
$ I 5 West German •
$7.
 
$15 
IL& Navy Wool Middy%
and Peacoats
$10- $30
Dawaleather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0`• l5')
$30
di&
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Hawks destroy UMaine
by Dan BiiStiris
StPff Writer
In probably its worst game of the
year, the University of Maine men's
basketball team lost to Hartford by the
deceiving score of 62-50.
Deceiving? Yes. Losing by 12 isn't a,
good effort, but compared to being
down by 30 at one time, 48-18, a dozen
Sett-ins quite acceptable.
Thr. reasons fa: UM:lines
in the North Atlantic Conference are
simple
1).16.7 percent shooting (4-24) in the
first half; 2) 18.8 (.6r32) percent over a -
--------atretch which saw the Hawks outscore
the Black Bears 47-19; 3) 53 percent
shooting (18-34) by Hartford over that
iams.trrh •
UMaine defeated this same team
61-55 in Bangor Jan. 7 for its first win
ever against the Hartford program, but
the search for a win on the road with the
Hawks will go on for at least another
year.
Reggie Banks vav, his first stint of
considerable action in some time,
leading the 5-11 Black Bears (3-4-in the The Hawks played 10 players in the
NAC) with 14 points off the bench. first half and Head Coach Jack Phelan
Keith Jones and Nate Gainey led kept rotating his players as UMaine
HI
 
NE" av"h 15 •Pnints and LarrtGrit. -struggled all night.fiths added 12. All three had nine in the Only the play of the bench in the se-
rum half as the host team took advan-
cond half made the score respectable.tage of UMaine's poor shooting to Banks and Derrick Hodge, who was the
establish an 18-point cushion.
- - only other UMaine player in the doubleAfter the Black Bears led 6-2 early on, figures with 10 points, teamed up to
bring the lead down to 12.Hanford slowly started to score points,beginning with a Griffiths jumper and Reggie BasicsOefOgsssallskatr Magee coach
Ike sodas.
******************************************** **
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Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats, Scarfs, and Lots, Lots, Lots Morel
Presented by the ARMY BARRACKS of MARTHA'S Vineyard.
MASTER CARD, VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS AccrPrED.
*
World Flags (3'x5') 
$ 10 Each/2 tor SI 8
—
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gone in, maybe they might have used up
their quota."
Shell played offensive tackle for the
Raiders from 1968-1982 and par-
ticipated in eight AFL or .AFC title
games and two Super Bowls.
He remembered that he had walked
through the Hall of Fame a decade ago
prior to a Raiders exibition game at
Canton.
"I had no idea I'd ever be in
there," he said. "You never think in
terms like that. I was in awe walking
through that building and reading about
the people enshrined. it is haliowed
ground. To walk through it was enough,
but to be included in it is almost too
much to believe."
Bradshaw and Blount were both in-
ducted in their first year of eligibility.
Blount, a cornerback, and Bradshaw.
a quarterback, each spent their 14 pro-
fessional seasons with the Steckes, help-
ing the club to an unprecedented four
The Daily Maine Campus. Wednesday, January 25, 1989.
Four named to football Hallof Fame
CANTON. Ohio (AP),— Art Shell of
Oakland. Willie Wood of Green Bay
and Pittsburg teammates Terry Brad-
shaw and Mel Blount, key players for
three of the game's most successful
teams. were named to the Pro football
Hall of Fame on Tuesday. --
"You've got representatives of the
best teams of the '60s and '70s,"
Bradshaw said. "It speaks well for what
athletes are taught. Athletes are told to
win and they are judged on how many
games they win. It's not personal ac-
crstnplial,rili-ntt st.tiittivi that trattPr
most. America loves winners. "
Wood spent 12 seasons as a defensive
back with the Packers, who won five
NFL titles and the first two Super
Bowls, in 1967 and 1968.
"I was selected as a finalist a couple
of years ago, but I wasn't chosen
then," Wood said. "I started thinking
that so many Green Bay Packers had
•Bowdoin 
UMaine scored a pair of goals in the
first period. Bruce Major scored with a
man advantage before Capuano notch-
ed his first less than three minutes later.
Capuano scored thc only second period
goal while short-handed.
Claudio Scremin handed out three
assists as did ()Maine's leading scorer,
I
(teulassil tem. page 11}- .
freshman Scott Pellerin.
Snow stopped a dozen shots in the se-
cond period and Walsh cited that as a
key.
"The score was very deceptive,"
Walsh said. "Snow kept than off of us.
The Black Bears have their biggest test
thusfar when Michigan State visits
UMaine for a pair of games.
Super Bowl championships.
"This is a particularly good feeling
because Terry and I came in together,
we retired together and now we go into
the Hall of Fame together," said
Blount, 40, the director of player rela-
tions for the NFL.
Not selected from among the seven
finalists were Bob Griese, quarterback
of the Miami Dolphins; Ted Hendricks,
a linebacker who played for the
Baltimore Colts, Packers and Raiders;
and defensive tackle Henry J8rdein of
the Packers.
Shell, Wood. Blount and Bradshaw
will be enshrined Aug. 5.
MARSH ISLAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
1989 ANNUAL CONTEST -A aill8MON
r CASH PRIZES: $50 Best of Show$25 First Place, Color
$25 First Place, Black and White
Any UM/University College
student, faculty or staff member
who is an amateur photographer.
ELIGIBILITY:
•
ENTRIES DUE r !Achy. February 3 before 4p. m.
to fie Director's Office,
Memorial Union.
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Sabatini readyto rule tennis world
by Jack Longworth
The Christian Science Monitor
Gabriela Sabatini is Garbo with a
backhand.
The 18-year-old is tall, dark, and
beautiful. She is the poster girl of ten-
nis, but, far more important to her, she
is quietly gaining on the No. 1 ranking.
She is the only player to beat Grand
Slam winner Steffi Graf twice last year,
and she ended the season with her most
impressive tournament victory yet, in
the Virginia Slims Championships in
New York.
Sabatini and Graf look to be the nevi
great rivalry in women's tcnnis, sup-
planting Chris Even vs. Martina
Navratilova. Graf, nearly a year older
than Sabatini, still leads the young
series, 14-2. At one point, though, it was
11-0, with Graf questioning whether
'that could be called a rivalry at all.
"Steffi is the toughest mentally, but
I'm getting tougher"„  lays Sabatini in
her improving English. "My goal is to
be ranked first, but I'm in no big hurry.
I was glad to end the season with, a big
win, because now I am eager to work 
hard to start next year, ft is going to be
a good year."
Sabatini will go into 1989 ranked
• am ge so as • eip • in la als ON Ile Me
1
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STUDY SIOLISCALENDAIr
January-April. ,
1989
Plan to attend gr“up ki6-4wkst4lp4 I.
even, Wednesday aherno,,n dur-
ing the months of Januarr April I
on the Coe lounge, %Armorial
Union at 3:15 p.m. It sou are
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I interest In you. yeul Nev. -SIArdene
I Programs, Memorial Union, to
• obtain bandoub arid/ achaduko• —
Au kidividual nueting trills the 
Study Shills Coordinator 1
1
1 Januar, 25
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fourth, behind Graf and the fading
Navratilova and Everet. Martina seems
perplexed by her sudden fall from the
top, and Everet is talking about retiring
after one more season to start a family.
That should leave the stage soon to
those friendly doubles partners Graf and
Sabatini. (One wonders how long that
team will stay together as the two inten-
sify their singles competition.)
Interestingly. Sabatini is the better
doubles player of the two, displaying
more of a tactical sense and variety of
shot:r.aking. The. cotribir.aticr: of Gres
fireball serve and the rangy (5-foot-8)
Sabatini's play at the net is a formidable
offense.
In singles, the most compelling aspect
of Sabatini's game is the exaggerated
topspin she pours onto her ground
strokes. She hits both her forehand and
backhand with a pronounced low-to-
high swing that loops the ball over the
n5s and brings it down abruptly into an
opponent's back court, where it takes a
high, deep bounce that is frightfully
1
1
SETTING UP A PRODUCTWE
STUDY ENVIRONMENT
F, 
FINDINC TUNE TO
kriANAC..E YOUR Tihii
-4- tvbruar,,.
• 
FACIA:TY-STUDENT
CONNECTION
1
1 March I
THE "HOW me Of
WRITING COUICE PAPERS
1
1
1
_ March 24141,eatl
.1 *.XING THE TESTING
• PROCESS WORK FOR YOU
  I April 5
1 
MEMORIZATION TIPS
AND TICHIOQUES
Apnl 12
PREPARING FOR
1 FINAt EXAMS
lobotomy 22
NOI &TWIG IN Me
°Mar GASP—
match 12
STUDY GROWS: HOW TO
ORGANIZE THEM TO
MAXIMIZE YOUR
ACADEMIC SUCCISS
I SPONSORED BY
• New Student Programs
Office of Enrollment
Management. 581-1826
4
_
hard toreturn.
"She uses more topspin than anybody
on either the women's or men's
tour," says Hall of Famer Billie Jean
King. "It works well for her when she
barrels it into Stcffi's backhand. I think
she has an excellent chance to catch I-
ii
Ste  
in the next couple of years."
The venerable tennis authority Ted
Tinling, a special consultant to the
women's association, thinks Sabatini
overdoes the topspin. When I asked him
w hy ihc. has a icri.icncy to tire in ling.
matches despite her apparent strength,
he offered this novel theory:
"She's strong, with very wide
shoulders, but hitting a lot of topspin is
extremely tiring for a womaw She needs
to flatten her shots. "It's natural that
she hits with heavy topspin, because
when she was developing her game in
Argentina, that country's wonderful
men's star Guillermo-Vilas was winning
with a topspin style. The budding
heroine emulated the national hero.
- Folks here are still talking about -- -
-The 1952 Incident" For some reason still
unknown, a certain graduating class at a
certain university missed what was cer-
tainly the opportunity ot a lifetime
The chance to meet with a recruiter from
the National Security Agency.
Maybe they were busy that day Maybe
something else caught their eye. But the fact
remains, a meeting with NSA could have
meant a future  full of challenging, exciting _
projects. • A_ • 
Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in
"law WI a biestyle for her and
nobody told her she should change it.
She is still young. Does she have the
potential to beat Steffi consistently? I
think her great pride will provide the
potential. Gaby and Steffi are already
the women's rivalry of the 1990's."
At home in Argentina, Sabatini is
already as famous and revered as the
writer Borges, and closing on the
liberator Bolivar. Statues of her may be
erected before she grows out of her
teens.
She was born and raised in Buenos
Aires, a strikingiy cosmopolitan city,
where her father, Osvaldo, was a
General Motors executive. He retired
early to oversee her burgeoning tennis
Career.
As a champion, she is emerging from
Grars shadow and from the shadow
cast by her own at tractiv TleSS . She's Gar-
bo with a backhand.
---7-atiarch of tatatited mathematicians. com-
puter scientiata electrical engineers and
linguists We're looking for people-who want •
to work on important haw:la-on assign-- • -
menta, right from the Mitt .
NSA is the agency responsible for produc-
ing foreign intelligence information, safe-
guarding our government's communications
and securing computer systems for the
Department of Defense
And we're equally committed to helping
. you.makajtossrluture strong_ So do yourself 
a favor and moot with us. You don't need 3-D
glasses to see that its a great opportunity.
The I
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NSA will be on campus February 15,
interviewing seniors majoring in Engi-
neering -Computer Science, Math, and
Language.
-14.' 414144
National
Security
Agency
SAM DUSIS (AU), Pt. lioade. Idasiland 110111111-11000
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49ers: A look ahead
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — The
San Francisco 49ers, with or without
Bill Walsh as coach, will face a few
obstacles next season in trying to
--beck the NFL's no-repeat syndrdine.
While the confetti was still being.
swept up from Monday's Super Bowl •
victory parade down Market Street,
the players were cleaning out their
lockers at the team's training facility
in Santa Clara Tuesday morning.
Walsh showed up for work as usual
and was scheduled to meet with Ed-
die DeBartolo Jr. at an janannounc-
ed date to discuss his future with the
franchise.
But once the letters of congratula-
tions have been read and the Vince
Lombardi Trophy put in a case to
join those from the 1982 and 1985
Super Bowls. the 49ers will have to
figure out how to improve on their
past. failed defenses of the NFL title.
Barring injury. all of the key
players, with the exception of new-
retired center Randy Cross, figure to
-be back. The 49ers already have
made the transition from a veteran
team to a relatively young one,
managing to win in the process.
"We just want to have some con-
tinuity in the 49ers," Walsh said
Monday in a statement that applies
to the roster as well as the coaching
staff.
But such 49ers as Steve Young,
Eric Wright, Don Griffin, Carlton
Williamson, Bubba Paris, Jeff
Stover, Pete Kugler. Brent Jones_ and
Terry Greer could depart through
free. agency, trades or attrition.
After its first championship seven
years ago. San Francisco suffered
through a miserable 3-6 season that
was tarnished by a 55-day strike and
unproven drug rumors that troubled
the team. Nine defensive starters
missed time due to injuries. Walsh
didn't even show up for the team
meeting after the final game, and
almost quit.
in 1985, the 49ers-shpped by five
games form their IS-I, regular-season
record the previous year and were
whipped 17-3 by the New York
Giants in the NFC wild-card game.
Repeating as champion looks no
less daunting this time.
No one has defended the Super
Bowl title successfully since the Pitt-
sburg Steelers nine years ago, and
there has been a new champion the
following year 18 of 22 times. Since
1980, the only two years the 49ers
haven't won the NFC Western Divi-
sion title are the two years they were
defending the league championship.
The biggest question mark involves
Walsh, who has dropped hints in op-
posite directions on the subject of
stepping down as c-lach and now says
he expects to announce his plans
sometime this week. The 49ers also
face a tentative Feb. 1 deadline for
determining which 37 players to pro-
tect. They currently have 56 under
contract, although 20 of those con-
tracts expire next Wednesday.
Want_to sell _your cctr?
Hershiser receives AP
Athlete of the Year
• NEW YORK —(AP) Orel Hershiser,
a picture of perfection on and off the
field, was named the Associated Press
Male Athlete of the Year On Tuesday,
finishing far ahead of his Olympic
competition.
-Tbe Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher
became the first non-Olympian to win
the honor in an Olympic year since Den-
ny McLain in 1968. Hershiser, who set
a record of 59 consecutive shutout inn-
ings, is the 22nd baseball player to win
the award in its 58-year history and the
first since Dwight nomen in 1.985.
Hershiser got nearly twice as many
votes as his World Series rival, Jose
Canseco: 67 first-place ballots, with
Canseco, the first player to hit 40 home
runs and steal 40 bast-sin:a season, get-
ting 30 firtt-place votesrand 233 points.
Heisman Trophy winner Barry
Sanders, who set the all-time college
records for rushing and touchdowns,
• Chiefs
was third with 207 followed by Olym-
pic swimmer Matt Biondi with 152,
NBA star Michael Jordan with 91 and
Olympic diver Greg Louganis at 59.
Voting was done by sports writers and
and broadcasters on a 5-3-1 basis. The
-AP's Female Athlete of the Year will be
announced on Thursday.
"This rips a year of fantastic awards,
Hershiser said. "It is a tremendous
honor to be recognized with an award
which covers all sports."
Hershiser spent the 1988 season set-
ting rornrells and collecting trraptaia.5. Hs
wholesomeness and hymn-singing earn-
ed him adulation among children and
adults.
Hershiser's record streak, 23-8 record
and 2.26 earned run ayerage made hi the
unanimous Nationfd League Cy Young
award winner. He also was named the
most valuable player in both the hi
playoffs and the World Series.
pletes a house cleaning that owner
Lamar Hunt began in December with
the resignation of team president Jack
Steadman and firing of General
Manager Jim Schaaf.
Eleven days later, Hunt hired Carl
Peterson as president and general
manager. Peterson, as expected, fired
coach Franz Gansz on Jan. 5 after
Gansz had completed 4-11 and *11-1
seasons.
The Chiefs, a power in the old AFL
and winners of the fourth Super Bowl,
have made only one playoff appearance
(continued from page 11)
since 1971 and have consistently been at
or near the bottom of the AFC west.
"1 see a gathering of talent here that
can make Us competitive.-1 mean in
1989," Schottenheimer said. "My
primary reason for selecting this oppor-
tunity is I believe we can win here and
win quickly."
Peterson, who enjoyed great success
in the USFL with the Philadelphia-
Baltimore Stars, retains ultimate
authority on draft day decisions but
Schottenhtimer will be able to select his
own staff.
Did you rose your Grandrnother!s, e ring?
Need an apartment?
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Residential Lifela looking- for students of all majors. The job of th
e Resident Assistant
involves multiple roles and responsibilitieS. The job is dilittly related 
to the goals of the .
residence halt systems which include:
' I I. To foster an environment favorable to intellectual
11_. growth.
t 2. To promote democratic group/government.
• I 3. To promote individual student developulent, both
I personal and social.
1 4. TGprovide programs within residence halls that meet
the cultural, educational, and recreational-needs and
-
I -I became a resident assistant, because it was a good
opportunity_ for me to develop myself. I had beeri_actiye__ _
I socially M my country. The LA. job gave me again the chance--
to be social here in America. I really enjoy my job assisting
•  students (especially international students). I am getting a
II lot of experience being a resident assistant When I came
 
 
here as a foreign student, Ldid not know anything about
•I America's ways. but now I have learned much. When I go back to
 
my country. I will have SOME administrative lOti- experience  
1. which will be useful for the future. Also, the RA, dam. has
I helped me to develop my leadership skills. confidence. .-time
--t management and my self identity skills.-
. Wan Nadeem Riaz
• R.A. Estabrooke
s
-When I think about my past year-as an R.A. I do not focus
• on the negative attributes of my jolb. ifion't concentrate on
I ' that loud party that occured every vamkend, or that obnoxious.......
• resident who made me want to scream or even the frustrating
1 , probkrn that wouldn't go away. I remember the respect I .
'received from my residents. the thanks and appreciation after
I putting on a program and the smile from the person down the
I hall who felt I helped them lust a little.-
. 
Cheryl L. Francis
• ..
Interests of students.
5. To provide counseling and referral serv
ices.
6. -To aid individual students- in developing
 ,respon-s
sibility and accountability for theirbehaviOr
. 1-#
7. To provide a physical fadlity that is conducive toe
meeting the above goals. - ,
If you are interested in aResident Assistant position plea
se attend (late of the
Information Sessions.
WHAT WILL POTENTIAL
EMPLOYERS BE LOOKING FOR
IN YOU?
Leadership, Relevant Experience, People Skills,
Effective Communication, Confidence, Good
References.
R.A.s speak out about _their RA Job 
have found that dunng my lob interviews my R.A. lob
▪ has been the main topic of interest to potential employers.
a I have a lot of other expenence in mv academic field, but
they still fbcus on my R.A. job the most!
RA yotorkri 
Village
Taylor
.e
• The R.A. lob is a valuable life experience thaftesclies
r you time management. responsibility, and how -id-effectively
•relate to othiW—As well -as these practical skills. 44--
I have had the opportunity to make lots of new friends and to
I personally grow as individuals and as a team.-
'
Kim White Jason Carry
. Hope Libby Kim Akeley
' Kathy Wilson - Dale Frechette
_
• 
Mark Lewis Present 6 Former
e Penobscot R.A.s
• • it
41444
1 R.A. Hancock
• - •
 
 
t
Make- it easier for them to see... •
...become a Resident Assistant's
1
—4
1
1
1
Imam
RA. INF
tar Rat DAYS I
Weillostay, lefwary 25 5:00- 7:00PM
Pas* APING, 26 4:30-6:30PN
Seek Covet t
Kartshec Mei,
leave
Nomerisl thaw
Sefton Lsoye
• The sessions are for both on-campus and off-campus
students.
• *Students attend an information session to ob-
tain an application.
• • Students need to attend the entire session from heel*
nintiaend. tapproz-2 hating
•'Students who attended an information session in
November, but did not hand in their application for the
accelerated process may use the same application for this ji
process.Applications and references due in South Campus -1 -
Office.York Hall. by NOON February 10.
I
•
. • •
•
"
•
